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Two stories to explain my 

scientific ideas

Introduction

https://humanskillsdevelopment.ca/product/critical-thinking/



1st story - extinction of dinosaurs

Why did dinosaurs 

go extinct ?



1st story- extinction of dinosaurs
Multiple hypotheses exist

• Asteroid impact event

• Intense volcanic activity

• Sea-level falls

• climate change ......

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cretaceous%E2%80%93Paleogene_extinction_event
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinosaur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extinction_event
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/the-top-ten-weirdest-dinosaur-extinction-ideas-23642539/#:~:text=Today%2C%20paleontologists%20have%20discerned%20that,extinctions%20in%20our%20planet's%20history. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cretaceous%E2%80%93Paleogene_extinction_event
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinosaur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extinction_event
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/the-top-ten-weirdest-dinosaur-extinction-ideas-23642539/#:~:text=Today%2C%20paleontologists%20have%20discerned%20that,extinctions%20in%20our%20planet's%20history


1st story- extinction of dinosaurs

• Asteroid impact is just one of the hypotheses…

• Keep an open mind to learn other hypotheses                  

•                                             to promote the                       

•                                             development of science.

https://www.franksonnenbergonline.com/posters/keep-an-open-mind/



1st story- extinction of dinosaurs

Another similar story:

• The Sun, planets, stars are 

rotating around the Earth 

everyday? 

• It’s just one of the hypotheses.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geocentric_model



1st story- extinction of dinosaurs

Another similar story: 

• Then we have more 

other hypotheses, 

  e.g. Nicolas Copernicus  

   Heliocentric System 

   hypothesis.

https://www.nagaitoshiya.com/en/2012/copernican-revolution/



1st story- extinction of dinosaurs

Further hypotheses:

• e.g., solar system 

rotating around the 

center of Milky Way 

Galaxy

• And the Big Bang 

hypothesis.

https://socratic.org/questions/where-is-the-milky-way-located-in-our-solar-system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Bang

https://socratic.org/questions/where-is-the-milky-way-located-in-our-solar-system


1st story- extinction of dinosaurs

▪  Keep an open mind to learn other 

hypotheses.

▪  Make smart decisions by using critical  

thinking rather than only focus on one 

not-comprehensively proved hypothesis.

https://emergingrnleader.com/coaching-to-promote-critical-thinking//



1st story- extinction of dinosaurs

There are some scientists doubt the hypothesis of ‘climate 
change’. There are other hypotheses. Here are a few of 
them:

1. Nobel Prize winner in physics Dr. John F. Clauser said

                         ‘There is no climate crisis.’  
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2023/11/16/john-clauser-nobel-climate-denial/

2. Why Scientists Disagree About Global Warming ?
https://climatechangereconsidered.org/why-scientists-disagree-about-global-warming

https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2023/11/16/john-clauser-nobel-climate-denial/
https://climatechangereconsidered.org/why-scientists-disagree-about-global-warming


1st story- extinction of dinosaurs

3. ‘New study suggests global warming could be 
mostly an urban problem’ 2023- led by a Harvard 
professor- global temperature measuring might be 
biased by urbanization. 

https://www.ceres-science.com/post/new-study-suggests-global-warming-could-be-mostly-an-urban-problem 

4. ‘A Preliminary Study on the Climatic Change 
during the Last 5000 Years in China,’ 1972 by a 
Chinese meteorologist Kezhen Zhu (Co-Ching Chu, 
1890–1974).

  http://www.riel.whu.edu.cn/view/1783.html 

https://www.ceres-science.com/post/new-study-suggests-global-warming-could-be-mostly-an-urban-problem
http://www.riel.whu.edu.cn/view/1783.html


1st story- extinction of dinosaurs

• How about 97% scientists' consensus?

• It has been challenged for years.  For example,  

1. Fact Checking The Claim Of 97% Consensus 

   On Anthropogenic Climate Change 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/uhenergy/2016/12/14/fact-checking-the-97-consensus-on-anthropogenic-

climate-change/?sh=385cc61e1157

2. 97% Consensus on Climate Change? Survey Shows 

   Only 59% of Scientists Expect Significant Harm 
https://heartland.org/opinion/97-consensus-on-climate-change-survey-shows-only-59-of-scientists-

expect-significant-harm/

https://skepticalscience.com/97-percent-consensus-cook-et-al-2013.html

https://www.forbes.com/sites/uhenergy/2016/12/14/fact-checking-the-97-consensus-on-anthropogenic-climate-change/?sh=385cc61e1157
https://www.forbes.com/sites/uhenergy/2016/12/14/fact-checking-the-97-consensus-on-anthropogenic-climate-change/?sh=385cc61e1157
https://heartland.org/opinion/97-consensus-on-climate-change-survey-shows-only-59-of-scientists-expect-significant-harm/
https://heartland.org/opinion/97-consensus-on-climate-change-survey-shows-only-59-of-scientists-expect-significant-harm/


1st story- extinction of dinosaurs

3. Putting the 'con' in consensus; Not only is 

there no 97 per cent consensus among climate 

scientists, but many also misunderstand core 

issues. 
https://www.fraserinstitute.org/article/putting-the-con-in-consensus-not-only-is-there-no-97-per-cent-consensus-among-

climate-scientists-many-misunderstand-core-issues 

https://www.fraserinstitute.org/article/putting-the-con-in-consensus-not-only-is-there-no-97-per-cent-consensus-among-climate-scientists-many-misunderstand-core-issues
https://www.fraserinstitute.org/article/putting-the-con-in-consensus-not-only-is-there-no-97-per-cent-consensus-among-climate-scientists-many-misunderstand-core-issues


1st story- extinction of dinosaurs

• Even the survey is not biased.  Will you completely 
accept a hypothesis supported by 97% of the 
community? 

• How about the hypothesis about the universe before 
Copernicus?

• ~100% people believed the old hypothesis. Is it true?

• Rotating the sun=> the center of the Milky Way 
Galaxy=> Big Bang=> further new hypotheses….



1st story- extinction of dinosaurs

•   97% agreed with it, then it’s true? 

     No, it’s a type of propaganda.  

     NOT a scientific approach.

•    Keep our independent critical 

     thinking rather than accept those 

     brainwashing mind control.

https://www.jansiebenga.com/blog/how-to-recognize-that-you-are-being-brainwashed



2nd story- Silent Spring

Do you know the book ‘Silent Spring’  

by a biologist Rachel Carson?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silent_Spring 

https://www.nrdc.org/stories/story-silent-spring 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silent_Spring
https://www.nrdc.org/stories/story-silent-spring


2nd story - Silent Spring
The founding mother of environmental protection. 
Initiated the establishment of EPA.

   ‘Science is a double-edged sword’.  Almost all 
technologies have good things and bad things.

•   Chemical materials

•   Energy resources - petroleum, coal, natural gas, 

     hydropower, wind, solar, etc.  



2nd story- Silent Spring

My statement- 

Wind energy brings 

more climate change. 

Why? 



2nd story - Silent Spring

▪

River Downstream:
• Less of water

A B



2nd story- Silent Spring

▪

Wind

Downstream:
• Less of wind 

energy

• Less of delivery 

of heat

• Less of delivery 

of moisture

• It’s 

CHANGING 

CLIMATE!
A B



2nd story- Silent Spring

• Wind farm in Denmark    

    creating fog (2008)
https://www.reddit.com/r/pics/comments/1pbeng/
wind_farm_in_denmark_creating_fog/?rdt=60301&
onetap_auto=true&one_tap=true 

• Impacts of accelerating   

deployment of offshore 

windfarms on near-surface 

climate(2022)
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-22868-9  

https://www.reddit.com/r/pics/comments/1pbeng/wind_farm_in_denmark_creating_fog/?rdt=60301&onetap_auto=true&one_tap=true
https://www.reddit.com/r/pics/comments/1pbeng/wind_farm_in_denmark_creating_fog/?rdt=60301&onetap_auto=true&one_tap=true
https://www.reddit.com/r/pics/comments/1pbeng/wind_farm_in_denmark_creating_fog/?rdt=60301&onetap_auto=true&one_tap=true
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-22868-9


2nd story- Silent Spring

Researcher showed impact of large-scale offshore wind 
farms on the sea surface climate.  

• a significant reduction in the air-sea heat fluxes.

• cooling effect of the lower atmosphere going down.

• an increase in low-level clouds.

• surface winds decreased.

• an increase of 5% precipitation over the wind farm areas.

https://www.reddit.com/r/pics/comments/1pbeng/wind_farm_in_denmark_creating_fog/?rdt=60301&on
etap_auto=true&one_tap=true



2nd story- Silent Spring

• I wish I would become 

another Rachel Carson.

• I wish all of us would 

become Rachel Carson.

https://electrek.co/2023/06/23/siemens-gamesa-big-wind-turbine-problems/



Actions

•Spread my ideas to raise more public

  awareness about the  correct attitude to 

                        understand scientific theories 

                         (hypotheses)  and implement   

                         new technologies.

https://www.billmarshjr.com/getting-action-habit-4-keys-making-ideas-happen/



Actions

•Try to change public policies to 

maintain a robust energy base for 

USA and the world.



Before the End

➢ Those are all my personal opinions. 

➢ I do not represent any organization.

➢ I am an independent researcher.



Who inspired me?

JESUS CHRIST
▪ MATTHEW 5:14 ‘You are the light of 

the world. A city set on a hill cannot 

be hidden. Nor do people light a 

lamp and put it under a basket, but 

on a stand, and it gives light to all in 

the house.’



THANK YOU!

Bo (Larry) Lan, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor 
of Supply Chain Management

John Chambers College of Business 
and Economics

West Virginia University

bo.lan@mail.wvu.edu
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